1-Channel Remote Control Programming Instructions for CL-920 series
(Omni-directional RF type remote control. No aiming needed. Operation range 50 feet)
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Important Notes
The Track has to be properly installed & tested before install the Motor. Make sure the Master Carrier traverses
the track smoothly. Before the following procedure, leave the Carrier(s) in the middle of traverse range.
Install the Motor onto the Track & power it on. ( Related Video: Watch Video )
Pairing the Remote Control & programming the Motor ( Related video: Watch Video )
i) Insert 2 AAA batteries into the Remote Control’s battery compartment.
ii) Press & hold the pin hole of the Motor for a few seconds until the LED light turns solid
iii) Then press the “Open” button of the Remote Control for 4 times.
The Master Carrier(s) will traverse the track until hitting the end & stop automatically.
iv) Press the “Close” button 3 times of the Remote Control.
v) The Carrier(s) will traverse reversely until hitting the end & stop automatically.
vi) Repeat the above 2 steps (step iii & iv) for one more time.
vii)The Motor has detected & memorized the Master Carrier’s starting & ending points.
- Now the Motor is fully commended by the Remote Control, for open, close or stop executions.
Note
Each Motor is designed to accommodate different channels of Remote Control(s), in order for multiple curtain
systems to be operated simultaneously (assigned to the same channel), or individually (assigned to different
channels). You just need to repeat the above-mentioned steps ii) and iii) for pairing each selected channel to be
assigned to the Motor.

Other settings

1. To Reverse the Motor’s rotating direction (in case that movement direction of the curtain is reversed)
- On the Motor, press & hold the “pin hole” for a few seconds till the LED light turns solid. Release the pin.
- On the Remote Control, immediately press the Close button for 4 times.
- The Motor’s LED light will blink for 3 times & goes off. Done.
2. To clear all the pairing
- On the Motor, press & hold the pin hole for a few seconds till the LED light turns solid. Release the pin.
- Then press & hold the pin hole again for a few seconds until the LED light blinks 3 times & goes off.
3. To Clear the Carrier’s travel limits
- On the Motor, press & hold the pin hole for a few seconds until the LED light turns solid. Release the pin.
- Then press the pin hole 3 times. The Motor’s LED light will blink 3 times and go off.
For further inquiry please email to: Support@PowerCurtain.com

